OASE provides innovative products and systems for
creative water designs and Applications in private homes /
gardens and public spaces - all from a single source.
OASE is committed to nature.
we are passionate about water in brief:
OASE LIVING WATER

company profile
Flowing fantasies
With
creative
and
innovative
water
installations
we
have been inspiring our customer’s flights of fantasy for
more than 50 years. Thanks to skilled integration of a
wide variety of technologies we are capable of satisfying
even the most extravagant desires. From the design of multimedia
water
organs,
to
interactive
or
surreal
fountains,
to fascinating water shows combining light and music, we develop
everything
with
our
unique
precision
and
reliability.
whether for outdoor or indoor installations, for private or
for commercial purposes: Our water creations always represent
a
harmonious
interplay
with
the
environment.

from the idea to implementation
Based on our customers’ original ideas the OASE creative team develops
fountain concepts that are suitable for local conditions and
the particular social-cultural context. In the subsequent course of
the project a highly-qualified team of engineers and technicians
take over the electro-technical construction of the fountain, this
phase includes integration of special components. Long service life
is ensured for the fountain thanks to the high quality materials.
construction is handled in collaboration with local companies and
we ensure compliance with our quality standards and the project
schedule via the OASE construction manager. During the commissioning
| transfer phase the fountain operator is given professional
instruction on how to operate the fountain. Our after- sales- service
organisation
ensures
trouble-free,
operation
for
clients.
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DESIGN

oase worldwide

Creative ideas about how to stage water in certain & desired
surrounding or way of impression is the daily business of OASE.

ENGINEERING

THE NETHERLANDS

Professional
german
engineering
guarantees
perfect
functionality embedded in high quality manufactured
components, respecting the vision of being a green company.

BELGIUM

GERMANY (HEADQUARTERS)

THE GREAT BRITAIN

CUSTOM COMPONENTS

POLAND

OASE acts as a partner in already existing projects too.
Therefore the completion of installations with OASE products
or customized solutions is a business where OASE is very
successful. In each step of the projects ,OASE can be embraced.

FRANCE
SPAIN

MANUFACTURING

HUNGARY
TURKEY

ITALY

High quality manufacturing at OASE means to take
over all necessary steps directly at the installation
site
to
relieve
the
client
as
much
as
possible.

DUBAI

CHINA

USA

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

OASE brings out successful assembly of single components
to an impressive piece of art meeting precise functionality.

INSTALLATION
OASE takes care of every single step in each project to verify
that the installation process will be affected according
to the OASE philosophy following high quality standards.

SHOW & CHOREOGRAPHY
Creative minds and visionary thinking enables OASE
to be an innovative partner in how to organise , time
and cluster the single parts of the show to get a
impressive show perfectly choreographed at the roll-out.

AFTER SALES SERVICE
The OASE assistance does not end with the completion of the
project , but goes on with maintenance, customer care and
technical support. OASE builds up strong relationships with its
clients affected in a personal, fair and sustainable partnership.

SINGAPORE

MADE IN GERMANY
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the neva spirit

st petersburg

2005

The St Petersburg fountain is the world’s largest floating
water organ with a fourfold laser system for protection
on 4 water screens. It was inspired by architecture and the
art- it embodies the spirit of a dancer whose movements
are of grace, poise and captivation. The challenge was to
create a fountain that matches up to the grandeur and
scale of the neva river and its historical surrounding.
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multimedia water organ

monas musical fountain

2005

Pulsing water columns that are surrounded by illuminated water jets, are the central focus of the urban landscape.
The installation is designed so that it can be admired by all viewers-regardless of the respective locations.It
combines the theme of water with the historic architecture and landscape of Indonesia.
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2008

one world , one dream

beijing olympic
The Beijing Olympic Park Fountain was inspired by the essence of Chinese brush
strokes delivering complex and deep meanings with minimal lines, the two arcs of
the fountain look elegantly simple yet deliver limitless possibilities. In the union
of the arcs, the fountain also portrays the eye of the dragon, where the energy
of the dragon emanates. Like arms that come together, the fountain symbolizes
the world coming as one to move forward humanity – One World, One Dream.
An iconic fountain that marks a historical event during the 2008 Beijing
Olympics.With a fanfare and pomp,this musical fountain features a brilliant
array of high and explosive jets reaching heights of 60 metres or more.
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2008
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2008

banpo bridge
The Banpo Bridge fountain was designed to give this old bridge an entirely new
look through the integration of fountain effects on both sides of the bridge.
The moving dynamism of water and lights gave the architecture a sense of
lightness, and the brilliant multi- coloured hues inspired the new name for
the bridge after completion of the fountain- the rainbow bridge of Seoul.
Winning a Guinness World Record as the World’s first and longest
bridge fountain, the Banpo was renamed “Rainbow Bridge”after
its beautiful makeover. Two rows of computerized controlled
swivel jets flank both sides to create an almost surreal effect of
a flying bridge with dancing wings of water across the Han River.
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antalya’s star show

mardan palace

2008

Set in one of Turkey’s finest 5 star hotels, two magnificent water
landscapes and a new charm to old classical grandeur. A musical and
multimedia fountain show becomes a highlight for holimakers nightly at
the beachside, partying to the beats of water entertainment at its best.
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a dance of courtship

crane dance

2010

The Resorts World Crane Dance pays homage to the Red Crowned Crane,
a magnificent and endangered species that is recognized as a universal
symbol of health, longevity and good fortune. The water & multimedia
show is an expression of love and courtship between the two cranes and
a celebration of reunion. The wings of the cranes are brought to life by
the beautiful articulation of moving water & lights dancing to the music.
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2011

football mania

warsaw park
The Multimedia Fountain Park is located in an existing park “Plac
Dywizji Pancernej” in “Sródmiescie” in Warsaw directly on the main
street no. 7 along the Vistula with a pond surface of 2200 m². The
water basin and the technical rooms were renewed completely.
Through the perfectly coordinated interplay of pumps thus the
fountains, the illumination, the effects of laser and projector and
the music you can marvel the inimitably experience of water.
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tropical harmony

klcc symphony lake

2012

The KLCC Symphony Lake fountain was a huge renovation to an existing old fountain System that
has been running for more than 15 years. Using the latest OASE fountain pump technology, the
existing layout of the fountain trenches were kept and replaced with new energy saving pumps and
led illumination. Giving the entire parkscape a new facelift, the fountain now entertains tourists &
locals on a nightly basis, creating a new icon in front of the twin towers. Special music choreography
was also written specifically for the fountain show to create a unique experience for visitors.
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2013

an urban fountain constellation

suntec city fountain of wealth
The Suntec Fountain of Wealth is a world famous attraction as it is considered a fengshui fountain right in the heart of the Suntec development. Visitors walk into the
centre of the fountain & receive blessings by walking around the centre ring of jets. Renovations of Singapore’s most iconic fountain helped to create a brand new image
for the Suntec City Mall. Re-landscaping with new fountainscape using Varionaut technology for all new effects We used 68 Vertical Jets & 68 Jumping Jets surrounding
to signify auspicious numbers in line with the fengshui philosophy. A splendid exploration of a circular fountain layout that allows for a 360 degree panoramic view
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a jazzy water dance

pigeon forge

2013

An organically shaped fountain with gently falling water over a water
break creates a perfect festive ambiance for guests. The musical fountain is
the main attraction of the retail centre located in Pigeon Forge, Tennessee.
The grand opening of this state-of-the art, multi-tiered fountain
featured a stunning presentation of water dance and light all perfectly
choreographed to a range of music genres. The dynamic movements
caused by more than 89 vertical, individually controlled fountains- set
the show’s pace. A ring of multi- directional moving jets created graceful
water sprays that swung and rotated to the music. The 70 ft centre high
jet shot up into the air by a geyser nozzle created extra flair and drama.

“ALL IMAGES COURTESY OF HUGH HUGHES, OUTSIDE THE LINES”
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malta smartcity

the marine oculus

2013

Set in three concentric rings in a circular sea-water lagoon, the Malta SmartCity fountain has a 360 degrees view
from the continuous esplanade that overlooks it. Using simply a combination of the slow and elegant Multidirectional jets and the dynamic and pulsating Air shooters, we were able to create various choreographies
of shows with different moods. The almost minimalistic fountain design exuded a modern charm of clean
and powerful lines that was brought to life; especially at night with the myriad of lighting that coloured
the jets in different hues and changed with varying speed and intensity with the music. This sea-water
fountain was commissioned in Christmas 2013 and brought lots of cheer and festivity to the people of Malta.
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2014

a new beijing icon

wangjing soho

An expression of ephemerality created with a beautiful composition of water, lights
andmusic. The harp-shaped fountain is set beside one of Beijing’s newest architectural
icon,designed by Zaha Hadid. Following the same spirit of the organic lines and curves
of the built-form, the layout of the fountain echoes this sensuality in the landscape.
Cast in a splendid matrix of underwater LED lights that fill the entire surface of the
pool like a twinkling field, the main linear spine of the fountain is juxtaposed with two
concentric rings of multi-directional moving jets. Like two opening blooms that array in
unison as the water dances, the elegant movements complement the sweeping effects
of the highly dynamic running jets. One wonders how they all come together as one, like
an artistic masterpiece that is brought into three-dimensional form through movement.
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floating fantasy

al marina lagoon

2015

Situated in Al Marina Development of Dammam, Saudi Arabia, the fountain
was one of the first elements to be built in this iconic waterfront masterplan.
Measuring a length of almost 150 metres and berthed like a ship into the man-made lagoon, the
installation is the first of its kind as a permanent “sea-water sculpture” Bold strokes of air-shooters
combined with the elegant softness of multi-directional swaying jets provide a visual relief from
the dry expanse of the sand to the sea. It marks the development of a new lifestyle hub by the
waterfront. Like an oasis found in the desert, the fountain is there to celebrate new beginnings.
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turkey’s garden of glory

water garden istanbul

2016

Step into a new world of gastronomy, culture and entertainment, Water Garden Istanbul is the first of its kind in the
world to encompass a multimedia show fountain at the heart of its development. The design of the centre fountain
pool with cascading roof terraces all around transforms the traditional concept of a courtyard space. Water becomes
the main heartbeat of the arena as pulsating jets, dancing plumes, explosive sprays and floating flames combined with
lasers and video projection, come together to create a dazzling extravaganza every night. The experience of dining has
never been brought so close to a fountain before. At every level, you experience a different perspective of the water
show. Each with a spectacular vantage view of the central “garden” brought to life through a vibrant landscape of water.
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2016
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EUROPE

Szcepanski Square Fountain | Poland

Deva Musical Fountain | Romania

MH Neubert Fountain | Germany

Margaret Island | Hungary

Kosice Floating | Slovakia

AMERICA

“Image Courtesy Of Hugh Hughes, Outside The Lines”

Texas Legacy Roundabout Fountain | USA

West Edmonton Mall Fountain | Canada

Constanera Centre Flashwall | Chile

The Village at Merdian I USA

The Village at Merdian I USA

MIDDLE EAST

Al Hamra | Kuwait

Arabia Mall Musical Fountain | Egypt

Bhasty Park Musical Fountain | Iraq

Capacity Mall Music Fountain | Turkey

Keyland Marmaris Hotel Fountain | Turkey

ASIA

FEATURED PROJECTS WORLD WIDE| 56
Jiangtai Park Dry Fountain | China

Lake Of Dreams Water Show | Singapore

Mega Bangna Mall Fountain | Thailand

Wuxi Canal Park Musical Fountain | China

Mokpo Musical Fountain | Korea

oase:

FOUNTAIN TECHNOLOGY TEAM

OASE GmbH
Post Box 20 69
48469 Hörstel
Germany
+49 5454 80-0
+49 5454 80-9253
info@oase-livingwater.com

OASE (UK) LTD.
The Old Cart Shed,
Apsley Barns
Andover
Hampshire
SP11 6NA
Great Britain
+44 1264 3332 25
+44 1264 3332 26
enquiries@oase-livingwater.com

OASE B.V.
Dooren 107
1785 Merchtem
België/Belgique
+31 900 246 22 10
+31 800 023 01 86
info.nl@oase-livingwater.com (NL)

OASE B.V.B.A.
Dooren 107
1785 Merchtem
België/Belgique
+32 52 48 47 60
+32 52 48 47 61
info.be@oase-livingwater.com (B)

OASE S.A.
Avenue de la Marne
Parc du Molinel
Bât F – Rez de Chaussée
59290 WASQUEHAL
France
+33 3 20 82 00 45
+33 3 20 82 99 32
info.fr@oase-livingwater.com

OASE ESPAÑA Casa y Jardín S.L.U.
C/Polea 1
28522 Rivas Vaciamadrid
Madrid
Spain
+34 91 499 07 29
+34 91 666 56 87
info.es@oase-livingwater.com

OASE Kereskedelmi Kft
Buda Center
Budapest I
Hegyalja út 7-13
1016 Budapest
Hungary
+36 1 393 50 40
+36 1 393 50 41
info.hu@oase-livingwater.com

OASE Spólka z o.o.
Al. Jerozolimskie 200 lok. 538
02-486 Warsaw
Poland
+48 2 23 23 71 13
+48 2 23 23 71 15
info.pl@oase-livingwater.com

OASE Türkiye
Barbaros Mh.Ihlamur (Hasat sk) No:3
Uphill Towers B Blok D:55
Atasehir / Istanbul
+90 216 688 14 60
+90 216 688 14 57
info.tr@oase-livingwater.com

OASE Asia Pacific PTE Ltd.
7030 Ang Mo Kio Ave 5
#08-69
Northstar@Ang Mo Kio
Singapore 569880
+65 6337 2838
+65 6337 6878
info@oase-livingwater.com.sg

OASE Middle East FZE
Dubai Airport Free Trade Zone
East Wing Building 1E Unit 202
P.O. Box 54966
Dubai, U.A.E
+971 4 2994847
uae@oase-livingwater.com.sg

OASE China
No. 80 North Dongting Road
Taicang, Jiangsu
China
+86 512 5371 9709
+86 512 5371 9555
weibo@oase-livingwater.cn

OASE North America, Inc.
1727 Old Okeechobee Road
West Palm Beach
Florida 33409
USA
+1 800 365 3880
+1 800 262 7339
info.na@oase-livingwater.com

www.oase-livingwater.com

